? Scribe Report – Run 1814 – December 10th 2018

Next Run 1816 – December 24th
The Christmas Run
Hares: Odd-Job, Liberace and Vee Go

A-SITE EDITION

106 Hashers this week!
Hares: Dreggs, Arse Bandit and Speedo Pete
Scribe by: Dave Davis
Today’s run drew a big crowd with 106 signups despite the long
distance from Pattaya and the threatening skies. Hares DREGGS,
SPEEDO PETE and ARSE BANDIT selected a very nice site on
a remote farm for the walk/run. We were told that the walk as 5 km
and that the two runs were 7.5 km and 10 km. However, I ran into
ARSE BANDIT later on the course and confessed that the walk
was slightly longer by 1 or 2 km.
The first circle started with the recognition of the two proud
owners of new shoes. Needless to say I doubt they will ever wear
new shoes to a Hash again. Suspect those shoes were particularly
ripe after last night. Next, the 7 virgins attending their first Hash
were recognized and treated like all virgins should be; with care
and respect (555), although one or two ended up on ice for
transgressions later in the evening. THE WIZARD was today’s
Hash Flash and when no one volunteered to be the scribe,
MENTAL DISORDER promptly “volunteered” me for the task.
Later on the walk he told me is was MENSTRUAL
DISORDER’s idea, but I am not buying it. Anyway, thanks for
the “opportunity” and I will not try to let the facts stand in the way
of a good story!
Next, THE WIZARD had to once again explain about the 35th
Anniversary run because of ongoing confusion and reading
comprehension issues, as well as a general lack of understanding
of the “Queen’s English”. Not surprisingly some in the club are
still confused even after THE WIZARD spoke. I anticipate that
THE WIZARD will be reviewing the same topic in the following
weeks as well as after the 35th Anniversary weekend.
The Hares took a moment to explain the course and the markings
and then we were off. Within 10 minutes of starting the run/walk,
the skies opened up and it rained steady until the very end. The
walking course was fairly flat and features barbed wire, cows,
gates and fences. It was also slick as bat shit or as we say in the
south “slicker than snot on a doorknob” (I am a redneck from
Virginia). Interestingly enough, on the way back to the A-Site I ran
into ARSE BANDIT, who was still putting up paper for some
reason, pointed up the trail and confidently stated, “the A-Site is 2
km up this trail” before disappearing in the opposite direction not
to be seen again for several hours. Anyway more that one of us
busted our ass out there, but it was a great walk on great site and I
imagine that the run was as well.
Thankfully it stopped raining as the run/walk finished up. Many

A-Site Mis-Directions:
From Soi Pattaya Klang head North on Sukhumvit and take the Hwy 7
on-ramp. Travel down Hwy 7 to the Hwy 36 on-ramp to Rayong.
Continue along Hwy 36 passing under the 3240 flyover and continue
for a further 1 km. Turn left onto the concrete road just before the Shell
Station(HHH). Follow this road for about 500m and turn left again
(HHH). The A-site is about 200m in. Parking is limited so it is
suggested parking on the concrete road and hiking in.

relaxed before the circle by eating some of the food VV made
and of course drinking! MENTAL DISORDER had a handful
getting the group to form a circle threatening the bucket to more
that a few, as the circle was particularly rowdy tonight. The
circle started with recognition of the Hares for a job well done
while on the ice. However only SPEEDO PETE was present
with DREGGS going allegedly going home sick and ARSE
BANDIT being MIA.
Next FREE WILLY presided over the ever popular Raffle
where 12 prizes were given away. During the Raffle a visibly
upset young lady was noticed, who happened to be ARSE
BANDIT’s girlfriend. Apparently ARSE BANDIT was still
missing and could not be found. Yes ARSE BANDIT was lost
on his own f*@*ing course! How in the hell does that happen?
Anyway she was afraid he was going to die on the course and
although she loves him dearly, she started making alternative
plans with many members getting her phone number just in case
he was never found.
EMPEROR AIRHEAD was is a particularly good mood last
night as it was night off from the every popular TQ and was
looking forward to a big night on the town with a 500 baht
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Pattaya Hash House Harriers – About Us
--- PICKUP POINT -–
Buffalo Bar – Pattaya 3rd Road near Soi Lengke
Every Monday at 2:30. Last Bus leaves at 3:00 sharp.
Run Prices: Male 400B, Female 150B, Children 50B

Please visit our web site www.pattayah3.com

Future Hares, call Hare Raiser Sir Free Willy, 09 90 124 393
On On
Run Date
Hares
1816
1817
1818

Dec 24
Dec 31
Jan 7

The Christmas Run
The New Year’s Run
35th Anniversary Run

TQ
Blue Heeler
Blue Heeler

If you want to be a hare but not sure how, contact Hare Raiser and we can help
you partner with an experienced hare. Enjoy a great part of hashing – Hare a run!
* Map needed

Hashers Present Previous Week – 67

4 Dave Davis; 3 Kristin Malthe; 3 Thongsin Sin; 166 ANTIQUE; 67 ARSE BANDIT; 676 BALL RINGER; 82 BEETROOT HEAD; 457 BELL END; 195 BEN 10; 53 BOBA-GOB; 2 BROTHERLY LOVE; 175 BURL IVES; 49 CANNONBALL; 103 CASPER; 175 CRAPPER; 167 DIRT LOONEY; 58 DREGGS; 1467 EMPEROR AIRHEAD;
183 FLYING FINN; 18 FRENCH KISS; 709 G.I. JOE; 375 GANGREEN; 845 GENERAL KIDNEY WIPER; 170 GOLDEN RIVET; 41 HAPPY SURVIVOR; 67 HOI WAN;
23 HOME BREW; 16 HOT GOB; 45 JACK WOW; 46 KAMOY KATOY; 775 LADY FLIPPER; 509 LADY SQUEEZE MY TUBE; 422 LIBERACE; 1116 LORD CHICKEN
FUCKER; 201 LOST CAUSE; 100 MAYO QUEEN; 202 MENSTRUAL DISORDER; 174 MISS USE ME; 259 NECROPHILIA NIGHT RIDER; 243 NO MORE CUM; 421
ODD-JOB; 156 PAPRIKA SMILEY; 18 PENELOPE PITSTOP; 104 PINK DOLPHIN; 126 POCKET SOCKET; 147 PRINCESS BUM BOY; 21 REAL OLD; 284 SCAR
W/2TS; 46 SHE'S THE BOSS; 769 SIR ARSE-A-HOLIC; 797 SIR FREE WILLY; 802 SIR REALLY SADISTIC BASTARD; 60 SMOKEY TRUCKY FUCKY; 24
SMOKEY'S NANNY; 20 SOUR KRAUT BONE COLLECTOR; 35 SPEEDO PETE; 130 SPERM POLLUTER; 483 TAMPAX; 109 TELLY TUBBY; 121 THE WIZARD;
266 TWO TIME; 124 UNSTABLE LOAD; 12 VEE GO; 417 VELCRO DICK; 890 VIETNAMESE VIOLATOR; 411 WANK-KING'S WANKER; 72 WHORE IN THE
WINDOW;

Returners – 24

224 BILLION SUCKER; 54 BULLTRACK; 130 DEL BOY; 39 GIGGLE TITS; 39 GOOSEY GOOSEY GOBBLER; 91 HARBOR WHORE; 137 HELIUM HEAD; 15
HURTS HER VAGINA; 246 KEE MAH; 134 KNOB MARLEY; 88 LITTLE TOMMY TWO LIPS; 102 LOVE BOAT; 239 MENTAL DISORDER; 41 MR GIGGLE SHIT;
805 MRS. HEAD; 28 NINJA PRINCESS; 113 RAT VON KIEL; 225 RUBBER DICK; 943 SIR SPAGHETTI HEAD; 232 SKIING FINN; 35 SLEAZY; 141 SPECIAL
PRICE; 38 STOOL MOVER; 94 STREET CLEANER;
Visitors (PH3 Total Runs) – 6
6 BLING - Desert H3, Dubai, UAE;
4 FUCK ALL - Gold Coast Hash, Australia;
23 NOISY QUEEN - Pattaya Jungle Hash, Thailand;
21 SILENT PRINCESS - Pattaya Jungle Hash, Thailand;
23 WINDOW WANKER - Pattaya Jungle Hash, Thailand;
25 MANGO MUNCHER - Subic Bay Hash, Philippines;
MANGO MUNCHER has completed 25 runs with PH3 and is now a full member.
Virgins – 9 Paule Alain; Martin Ferries; Nita Grudden; Andy Hebron; Richard Jolliffe; Flemming Madsen; Lisalotte Nilsson; Arfinn Ruud; Poi Wiengsina;

Anniversaries – 2

LOST CAUSE was awarded her 200th Run Hat.;

MAYO QUEEN has completed 100 Runs with PH3.;

Saints and Sinners – 1

BEETROOT HEAD - Wanker of the Week - Done for drink driving and paid 10,000 baht to get out of jail.;

budget. He brought up the 7 virgins to “interview” them and that
went well with pictures being taken of the virgins until someone
realized that there were only 6 virgins in the circle when the
picture was taken.
Next AIRHEAD recognized a number of people including KNOB
MARLEY and LITTLE TOMMY TWO LIPS, both of which
recently returned to Pattaya. Interestingly it turns out that LITTLE
TOMMY TWO LIPS speaks 5 languages and the founder of the
“Ferret Hash”, which is going to take place in 5 days, but is
already full. This was discovered with he was enjoying some
quality time in the bucket and almost busting his ass/arse getting in
and out of the bucket.
During this time ARSE BANDIT showed up and claimed he was
never lost, but was just collecting signs. Although he had signs
with him, I am calling bullsh*t on this. His girlfriend was all
smiles and happy again as he was saved from the jungle, but
realized that she may need to change her phone number in the
morning. Somehow, ARSE BANDIT, his girlfriend, PENELOPE
PITSTOP and BEETROOT HEAD, who was chatting up the
girlfriend in the circle, ended up on ice together with perhaps all 4
in the same bed later that night. Stranger things have happened in
Pattaya.
Lots of people on ice or in the bucket for a number of
transgressions of hash rules including drinking before the first
runners came in, no shoes, no shirt, no hash shirt, talking and the
list goes on. It is not surprising that those in the bucket or on the
ice included DIRT LOONEY and RUBBER DICK. One of the
virgins, who is the proud owner of Bamboozeld Bar on Soi 7,
spent lots of time on the ice tonight. Since he had such a great
time, perhaps he could host the hash as a future On-On bar!

Lots of interesting things were learned this week including the fact that
there is a Banglamung, Scotland. Who ever new? While on ice there
was also a big happy family reunion of many of the Scottish and
Norwegian members, who are apparently related via he unnatural
union of the Viking men and Scottish men in the past. Those on the ice
actually look alike.
The “Wanker of the Week" competition was particular good this week
with a number of very qualified candidates including ARSE BANDIT
(getting lost on his own course); MENTAL DISORDER (medical
check found that he had the kidneys and liver of a 20 year old),and
BEETROOT HEAD (needing to pay 10,000 baht to the unnamed for
unnamed problem on the Darkside). BEETROOT HEAD received the
wooden spoon in a very close voice vote.
After the Hash Hymn, the group loaded up and began the long trek
back to Pattaya and I-Rovers, where the fun continued into the early
morning. Thanks to I-Rovers for hosting us and thanks to all of the
members that participated in today’s run, which was a really good time
due to the hard work done by our Hares today DREGGS, SPEEDO
PETE and ARSE BANDIT. Great job Hares!

On-On ! Dave Davis
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Respecting the laws of Thailand
And the dignity of the people.

Keep it Green – Bring your TRASH back to A-Site

